
Contact

peter.mezes@gmail.com

Bratislava, Slovakia

Skills

I’m good at

 Vue.js  CSS

 TypeScript  SVG

 UX  Animations

 Sharing  Listening

Can do

 PHP  Python

 JS Frameworks  Flutter

 Firebase  Figma

 Photoshop  Premiere

Learning right now

 Strapi v4  Go

 Qwik  Unreal Engine

 Math

Language

 Slovak  English

Social Media

petermezes.sk

linkedin.com

Peter Mézeš
Front-end Developer

I'm a front-end developer and I love what I do. 

Simple as that. Creating fast, smooth, optimized, 

and accessible websites, always learning something 

new, and sharing what I know with others.

Selection of jobs, which added most to my 
skillset

January 2017 - December 2022

Solution Developer Expert
Slovenská sporiteľna

The biggest bank in Slovakia, part of the Erste 

Group. I worked on the digitalization of products 

and services.  



Tools:


Vue.js 2/3, MongoDB, NestJS, lots of diffent tools



Highlight:


Ability to progress with digital platform of the 

company. From one developer, building one 

product, to 12 developers building over 25 products 

and services.


Have direct touch and responsibility for apps, those 

were used by million clients. 

December 2014 - February 2016

Development Lead
smartsourcepartners

Agency based in Vienna. 


All kinds of agency work. Flash banners, 

newsletters, microsites. We were also creating an 

internal system for data management for big car 

manufacturer brands. 



Tools:


HTML, JS, CSS, PHP, Flash AS2



Highlight:


Data management tool to merge client's data from 

several different databases. One-time-use tool, but 

it was a great team of devs and those who used it. 

We have managed to progress data way more 

effectively and correct than the prediction was.

June 2010 - April 2013

Web Production Lead
IBM

We did content creation for one of the world's 

biggest electronic device manufacturers. As a flash 

developer, I worked on advanced flagship product 

pages. Later, as web product lead, I was more 

admin than developer. My job was to communicate 

with clients in specific regions (SEBN / UK), making 

sure their requests are clear to developers and we 

don’t miss anything. Also, other way round, our 

outcome is as it was requested.



Tools: 


HTML, CSS, JS, Flash AS2/3



Highlight:


Not much of a technical thing, but my soft skills 

were boosted here.

August 2008 - June 2010

Ads & Media creator
Redworks Digital

This was my entry to the world of profi media 

agency. All kinds of work from flash banners, 

newsletter cutting, microsites development, etc. 



Tools: 


Flash AS2, PHP, HTML, CSS, JS, After Effects



Clients: 


Nestlé, Swarovski, AMEX, IBM, British Airways and 

many more



Highlight:


Participation on AMEX campaign ‘Realise the 

potential’. We created lots of amazing banners in 

flash. Original in design, animation and idea.

https://petermezes.sk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/petermezes/

